Interim Handlist

Collection reference  MS BOX 49.1
Collection title  Papers from the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland Library 1749-1845
Shelfmark(s)  MS BOX 49.1 1-17
About this handlist  Scan of an older typescript list

People include: Archibald Stewart; Lord Rollo; John Dalziel; Dr Johnston; Fox Maule; Dr John Lee; henry Cockburn; William Playfair; John Stuart Blackie; Jenny Geddes; Alexander Grant; Adolphus Stow; Samuel Martin; John Laing

Topics include: poind and arrest; songs; the Disruption

Places include: Perth; Earlston East Church; Edinburgh; Potsdam, Germany; Bathgate


10. GRANT (Alexander) Dissertation upon the schism which took place in the presbyterian Church of Scotland in the year 1843. Rome, 1844. 8° 25p.

11-12. SYDOW (Adolphus) Translation into English of part of the preface to the author's Die schottische Kirchenfrage (Fotsadam, 1845, p.xiv-xvi). 4p. 4p.